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Mr Mayor and Dr Elizabeth Hall, thank you for your welcome and hospitality this afternoon.  It means 

much to many of us that we are meeting here in a centre full of significance for the entire borough of 

Colchester.  Brothers and sisters, it has been suggested that I briefly recall the path which we have 

travelled in order to reach today - to refresh the memories of those who have shared some of the journey 

and to share information with those of you whom we welcome for the first time. 

 

a. I was invited by the Colchester Deanery Chapter (for non Anglicans: this is not a book club but a 

network of local clergy!) to share a brief Retreat with them in March 2003. during this time we 

reflected on a number of "ecumenical gaps" across our borough.  Colleagues felt that it was an 

opportune time for a new initiative to draw together as wide as possible a network of Christian 

ministers and representative leaders to think and pray about what we might profitably undertake 

together in the days ahead.  Even though I am a Bishop(!) it was felt that I might be the appropriate 

person to issue this invitation.  Consequently: in July 2003 around twenty of us met at Assington Hall 

for the day.  This was representative - although not entirely so.  Real energy was expressed for 

onward movement.  Accordingly another meeting (at a weekday lunchtime) was called at Eld Lane 

Baptist Church in November 2003 - to which more people came.  Thirdly, a similar lunchtime 

meeting took place at St John's, Ipswich Road in February 2004 - when around three dozen people 

took part.  At this gathering the Revd Stuart Kimber of Southend led a challenging and attractive 

session on engaging in mission and ministry together - during which he said that in a good deal of 

ecumenism the focus seemed to be on "the barn" when actually the focus of God might be thought of 

as being on "the farmyard".  Again, at this meeting there was an eagerness to explore further with the 

widest possible boundaries of participation. 

 

b. A steering group was called into being and entrusted with the task of preparing for a further meeting 

in the light of the three that had already taken place.  This is why we are here now on the 26th May 

2004!  There has been a real eagerness to draw together the widest possible invitation list so that all 

who wished to could have a chance of engaging with this process.   There must be nearly fifty of us 

here: this is in itself a great encouragement. 

 

c. Throughout it all the need/desire was expressed by many that we get to know or get to know better 

our colleagues who are Christian leaders and ministers working across Colchester.  As a primary 

purpose this in itself is seen to be valuable - and I hope that the way we are meeting together today is 

further evidence of just this desire and need.  I believe that four headlines have been clarified over the 

past ten months through our meetings together.  They are 

 

1.  Healthy structures of Christian cooperation can only be built on growing relationships of trust 

and friendship.  Imaginative plans come to nothing if they are not actually rooted in a real willingness 

to work together, based on growing friendships and mutual regard. 

 

2. The sharing of information and open-ness to advice.  It is helpful to know about new 

developments in Christian work and the possibility of shared projects as they emerge - enterprises like 

"On the Move" the Christian Heritage initiative and the Healing Wounded History project and to hear 

current news about ongoing work in already shared projects like the YMCA, CYO, Beacon House etc.  

To be in at the ground level or as projects develop - rather than simply being told about already 

shaped packages – is encouraging to those who might share some of their development.  Christian 



representatives from across the borough might also have useful insights and resources to share as 

projects come into being or develop their work. 

 

3.  It is valuable to join in with what we can while recognising that we don't necessarily need to get 

into everything on offer!  We need to give one another permission to move ahead with those projects 

and concerns for which we feel energy and a sense of God's call while being glad that others can be 

involved in other parts of the work for which we do not necessarily feel equipped or personally 

engaged.  Please let us move beyond must-age and ought-ery!  It is important for Christian 

ministers to feel led and encouraged rather than driven and constrained. 

 

4. As our somewhat cumbersome and provisional title – Seeking God’s Blessing for Colchester – 

suggests our intention is on behalf of the people of Colchester.  In line with a comment above 

our primary purpose is not that our barns may be enlarged but that the farmyard may flourish!  

(This is why it is so good that we are able to meet at this time in Colchester Town Hall at the 

invitation of the Mayor.)  It is our hope and prayer that through projects of unassuming service 

and humble assistance to people in this borough in the name of our Lord Jesus Christ: and through 

acts of witness and outreach shared (as far as possible) together that the will of God might be 

more effectively worked out and His blessing sought in this town whose ongoing life we gladly 

share. 

 

St Helena – patron of our borough – stands with the cross at the very top of our Town Hall.  May that be a 

sign of the spiritual reality that we seek to make clear.  Some of us in our churches and assemblies will 

have read last Sunday – using the Common Lectionary – from John chapter 17.  I commend verses 20 to 

23 to you now (read text) as the impetus for a gathering such as this.  May God bless us all – together – 

and enable us to be one channel of His blessing on Colchester. 
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